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INTRODUCTION 
Even though the NASA Structural Analysis (NASTRAN) program 
is  designed to solve numerous structural dynamic problems through 
the use of available rigid formats, an important class of problems, 
where the structures a r e  spinning at  a constant angular velocity, has 
been omitted. Rotating shafts, blades of spinning turbines, rotating 
linkages, and spin stabilized satellites a r e  examples of problems 
falling within this class. These problems differ from the nonspinning 
structures in several significant ways. 
in a nonrotating stationary frame a r e  represented by the second deri- 
vatives with respect to time of the spatial variables. In the case of a 
structure spinning at  a constant angular velocity, expressions for the 
accelerations of the discrete masses  contain te rms  arising from the 
second derivatives of the spatial variables; in addition, they contain 
terms caused by Coriolis accelerations, which a r e  proport:onal to the 
velocities of the masses  in the rotating frame. Finally, these expres- 
sions reflect the variations in steady- state centripetal accelerations 
caused by the small displacements of the masses in the rotating frame. 
The steady-state centrifugal forces set up the steady s t resses  that give 
r i se  to the geometric stiffness matrix. 
The accelerations of the masses 
Since NASTRAN does not construct Coriolis and centripetal 
acceleration matrices,  and a centrifugal load vector due to spin about 
a selected point or about the mass center of the structure, a Fortran 
subroutine to construct these matrices i s  added in NASTRAN. 
rigid translational degrees of freedom can be removed by using a 
transformation matrix T and its explicitly given inverse, T-’. These 
matrices a r e  generated in the above Fortran subroutine and their 
explicit 
The 
expressions a r e  given in Appendix A. 
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The complex eigenvalue subroutine of NASTRAN does not 
measure up to the excellence it has shown in assembling the matrices. 
If  the user desires,  an  option is available to write out the matrices 
generated by NASTRAN on a magnetic tape which, in turn, can be used 
as the input to another eigenvalue program. 
in using another eigenvalue program a r e  that the user  may be able to 
solve a larger problem within the available core and he may use a 
more efficient eigenvalue routine if one is available to him. 
required, the user  can write out certain information generated by 
NASTRAN on a magnetic tape unit using the subroutines OUTPUT2 
and WRTAPE used in this program. 
The probable advantages 
If it is 
THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION’’2 
The equations of motion of a spinning structure a r e  briefly 
derived here to show how they differ from those of a nonspinning struc- 
ture. The direct use of the Newton-Euler equations gives 
f o r  the sth rigid body of a flexible appendage; where ms is the mass,  
AS is  the absolute translational acceleration vector. FS and TS a r e  
the sum of the external and connection force and torque vectors, 
respectively. - HS is the angular momentum vector and i denoted 
differentiation in the inertial f rame of reference. 
- - 
For a rigid body of an appendage spinning nominally in the 
steady state with an angular velocity o (fig. l), the expression for 
acceleration is written as 
bd 
dt - - ( c + u s )  t 2 0 x -  ( c + u S ) t ~ x ( ~ x ( c + u S ) ) +  o x ( o x r s )  
bd2 
dt2 - - 
AS = - - - - -  - - -  - - 
id id2 R t - o x ( c + u s  t rS) + - -  dt - dt2 - -  - 
where c is a vector representing the location of the mass center at 
time t with respect to its steady state position. 
representing the displacement and small rotation, respectively, of the 
sth rigid body from its steady state configuration. 
representing the location of the sth rigid body of the-appendage in i ts  
steady state configuration measured from the steady state mass center 
location. Superscript b 
denotes difTerentiation in the reference frame b imbedded in the rigid 
body with the origin at  the steady state mass  center location. 
us and p s  a r e  vectors - - 
rs i s  a vector 
I s  is the inertia dyadic of the sth rigid body. 
- 
For zero spin (a = 0),  eq. (2) and (3)  reduce to the familiar 
form 
id2 
AS = - (R t 5 t rs t us) - - 
dt2 - - 
In matrix notation the second t e r m  on the righ hand side of eq. (Z), 
which i s  due to Coriolis acceleration, gives r i se  to a skew-symmetric 
matrix; whereas, the third term,  which is  due to the centripetal accel- 
eration, yields a symmetric matrix. The fourth t e r m  in eq. (2)  and (3)  
represents a steady state centripetal acceleration which describes the 
steady state configuration. Stretching forces, moments and rotations ob- 
tained therefrom, give r i se  to the second order geometric stiffness matrix. 
In the absence of angular acceleration, the fifth t e r m  of eq. (2) vanishes. 
If rotational dynamics a r e  the primary concern, the effect of translation 
of the orbit is disregarded and the last  t e rm of eq. (2) also vanishes. 
The last two terms in eq. (3)  w i l l  cancel each other i f  the inertia matrix 
is diagonal with all the te rms  having the same magnitude. 
puter program no such restriction is imposed on the Is matrix. 
In the com- 
Conservation of linear momentum provides the relation 
where M is  the cumulative mass  of a l l  appendages and the central rigid 
body, and n is the total number of masses representing all of the 
appendages. 
Conservation of angular momentum i s  not imposed. As a result, 
the central rigid body is restricted against variations in rotations. 
Conservation of linear momentum permits the translation of the central 
rigid body, thus allowing the coupling of the vibrations of all  the append- 
ages attached to the central rigid body. 
The set  of equations representing the motion of all the rigid 
bodies in the appendage about the steady state configuration i s  obtained 
by substituting eq. (4) into eq. (2) and writing the resulting eq. (2) and 
( 3 ) ,  for all rigid bodies in matrix form: 
[MI] {i} t [GI] {k} t [K' l '  t Ke t Kg] {u} = [F] . 
The steady state equation in matrix form is: 
[Ke t K"'] {u} = {P}' . 
The use of eq. (4) eliminates the remaining translational rigid 
body degrees-of-freedom. As a result, the mass  matrix M1 is  a 
symmetric non-diagonal matrix. Matrix G '  i s  in general, a fully 
populated skew- symmetric matrix of Coriolis acceleration terms.  
Matrix K" ' is  a fully populated non- symmetric matrix of centrifugal 
acceleration terms. Ke and Kg a r e  elastic and geometric (differential) 
stiffness matrices, respectively, (and a r e  obtained from the NASTRAN 
program) and {u} is the vector of generalized displacements about the 
steady state configuration. In the absence of spin, matrices G ' ,  K"', 
and Kg will  all be identically zero, and the eigenvalue problem reduces 
to the standard eigenvalue problem of a free-free structure o r  a canti- 
lever. {u}' is  the vector of the steady state generalized displacements 
from the unstrained configuration {r} of the appendages. Since the 
steady state deformations {u}' a r e  very small compared to the un- 
strained configuration {r}, it is assumed that the steady state config- 
uration i s  given by {r} instead of {r} t {u}'. The steady state force 
vector {P}s i s  used to obtain the geometric stiffness matrix, Kg . 
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Matrices  MI, GI,  and K"' have the following propert ies :  
Relations (7) afford a t ransformation 
Substitution of t ransformation (8) into eq. (5)  gives 
[MI {y} t [GI {k} t [K1'  t [Ke t Kg] T"] {y} = 0 ( 9 )  
where 
u = Vector of displacements f r o m  the steady state config- 
urat ion of the nodal m a s s e s  i n  spinning body frame. 
T = Transformation matrix relates the displacements of nodal 
masses in  the body f r ame  with the origin at steady s ta te  
mass center  t o  the displacements in  another body frame 
obtained by t ranslat ing the above f r ame  to  the instanta- 
neous mass center.  In the absence of vibrations both 
above body f r a m e s  coincide. If the axis of rotation and 
the origin of the body f rame a r e  both fixed in  iner t ia l  
space,  T and T-' become identity mat r ices ,  additionally. 
M = NASTRAN generated mass matrix 
G = Dummy module generated Coriolis accelerat ion matrix 
K" = Dummy module generated centripetal  accelerat ion 
matrix 
Pg = Dummy module generated steady state centrifugal 
force vector 
Kg = NASTRAN generated differential stiffness ma t r ix  using 
the above load vector Pg  
Ke = NASTRAN generated elast ic  stiffness matr ix .  
Explicit fo rms  of the above ma t r i ces  a r e  given in  Appendix A. 
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DMAP DESCRIPTION 
The following information and options a r e  made available through 
the input of vector WW with five elements using DMI* cards. The first 
of the two cards never changes for this program. 
WW( 3) a r e  the components of the spin vector in the body frame. Terms 
WW(4), WW(5) can take the values either 0.0 o r  1.0. If WW(4) = 1.0 
the structure is spinning about the mass center of vehicle, and i f  
WW(4) = 0. 0 the structure i s  spinning about a fixed point in the space. 
The calculation of matrices T and T-',  which removes the rigid body 
translational degrees of freedom, is performed if WW(5) = 1.0. 
WW(5) = 0.0, matrices T and T-' a r e  identity matrices which means 
that the structure is supported and does not have the rigid body trans- 
lational degrees of freedom. 
WW( l),  WW(2), 
If 
The following options can be exercised through the use of WW(4) 
and WW( 5). 
Case I. WW(4) = WW(5) = 1.0, GRID 1 constrained in al.1 six 
The structure i s  spinning about the vehicle mass  center, directions. 
and the rigid body translational degrees of freedom a r e  removed. 
GFUDNo. 1 is connected by a rigid link to the mass center of the 
vehicle in the' steady state configuration and one o r  more appendages 
a r e  cantilevered from GRID No. 1. GRID No. 1 should be constrained 
in all six directions by use of SPC cards o r  permanent SPC on GRID 
cards. 
Case 11. WW(4) = WW(5) = 0. 0, GRID 1 constrained in a l l  six 
directions. 
(GRID 1) fixed in inertial space, e.g., a spinning shaft with GRID 1 
a t  bearing. 
The structure is assumed to be spinning about a point 
Case 111. WW(4) = 1.0 WW(5) = 0.0, GRID 1 constrained in 
all six directions. 
mass  center which is fixed in inertial space. 
about mass  center. 
Node No. 1 i s  rigidly connected to the steady state 
The structure is spinning 
Case IV. WW(4) = 0.0 WW(5) = 1.0, GRID 1 constrained in all 
The structure is spinning about GRID 1 with rigid body six directions. 
translational degrees of freedom removed. 
* Refer to NASTRAN User's Manual for definitions of card names 
used herein. 
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The DMAP sequence given in Appendix B solves eq. (9) and 
eigenvectors yi (PHI 
(PHID in  DMAP) which a r e  the eigenvectors of eq. (8). 
in DMAP) thus obtained a r e  transformed to ui 
It is essential that two subcases a r e  used in the case control 
deck as shown below for successful completion of the NASTRAN run. 
CASE CONTROL DECK 
TITLE 
SUBCASE 1 
DISPLACEMENT = ALL 
SUBCASE 2 
DSCOEFFICIENT = DEFAULT 
BEGIN BULK 
No provision for checkpoint is made since the time taken to 
assemble the matrices is just a fraction of the t i m e  taken to find a 
few eigenvalues. 
FUNCTIONAL MODULE PROGRAMING NOTES 
In writing a functional module for NASTRAN, the concept of 
open core should be employed even if the corresponding logic for an  
open core a r r ay  is not used. 
of later expansions without having to alter the program extensively. 
This does not mean that the fixed dimensioned ar rays  cannot be used 
in NASTRAN functional modules. 
a r e  given in Section 1.5 of the Programer's  Manual. Once the dimensions 
a r e  set  either by open core or  by fixed locations, the next steps a r e  
either to retrieve the data (input blocks) to be used for further compu- 
tations or  to store the computed data (output blocks) in a prescribed 
format within NASTRAN. The data as described in Section 2.2 of the 
Programer 's  Manual may be in the form of a matrix, a table o r  bulk 
data cards. 
This gives the generality and possibility 
The details of the open core concept 
A matrix data a r e  stored in two separate parts. One part 
constitutes the name of the matrix in alpha-numeric form (Header 
Information). 
peripheral equipments. 
The columns of the matrix a r e  stored on random access 
The second part  is called the Trailer Information and is  stored 
in FIAT which is  an executive system table of NASTRAN. The first  
part  is stored a s  a set of logical records: the first record i s  the 
Header information, and the second and subsequent logical records 
until the end of file is reached a r e  the columns of a matrix, The 
Trailer informations, which is  the collection of the properties (size, 
real, complex, symmetric, etc. ) of all the matrices used in NASTRAN 
a r e  given in the Programer 's  Manual but if new matrices a r e  created, 
their Trailer information should be stored according to the instructions 
on page 2.2-2 of the Programer 's  Manual. 
parts describing a matrix can be called, a s  shown later,  without 
disturbing the other. 
Either of the above two 
Each of the matrices,  whether constructed by NASTRAN or 
computed in a functional module and designated a s  an  input o r  output 
block in a particular DMAP statement should be referred to by a file 
number. 
a s  consisting of three digits. The first  digit takes value 1 if  it i s  an  
input block and 2 if it i s  an  output block; the second and third digits 
refer to matrix location in the string of input o r  output data blocks. 
For example, file number 102 in DMAP statement DUMMOD1 given in 
Appendix B refers to the second input block which is  an unreduced mass 
matrix Mgg whereas 2 0 3  refers to the third output block which i s  the 
Coriolis acceleration matrix G. 
The numbering system of a file is standardized by NASTRAN 
In order to read the desired matrix, the following set of calls 
In to subroutines listed below wi l l  unpack and read the matrix data. 
each of the subroutines the file number for the appropriate matrix 







The subroutine RDTRL calls on the file number appearing in i ts  argu- 
ment for the Trailer information. A call on RDTRL can also be made 
after calling OPEN, if  desired. Subroutine OPEN opens the file to be 
read. 
thereby skipping the f i rs t  record in this particular example. 
FWDREC positions the requested file forward one logical record 
If for 
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some reason two logical records need to be skipped, FWDREC is  called 
twice. 
record) of a matrix at  a time. 
DO-loop once the information on the number of columns of the matrix i s  
obtained from Trailer information. 
completed the subroutine CLOSE is called to close the file a s  soon as 
practicable. 
Each call to UNPACK allows the reading of one column (a logical 
The call to UNPACK can be put within a 
After the reading of columns i s  
If the data a r e  in tabular form, instead of calling UNPACK, call 
READ to read the data. 
of the data. The programer's  manual should be consulted fo r  structure 
of the record read. 
once the information on the number of records is  obtained from Trailer 
information or  within an unending DO-loop in which case, when the end 
of file i s  reached, the transfer wi l l  be made to a statement number 
appearing in the argument of READ. The set of calls is shown a s  
Each call to READ reads one logical record 







If  the data on Bulk Data Cards a r e  desired to be retrieved the 






Subroutine PRELOC locates the file on which the bulk data card 
images a r e  stored and LOCATE locates the desired number of cards 
in the file. 
In DMAP statement DUMMOD1 file number 101 which is GEOM1, 
.contains the geometric in formt ion  from Bulk Data Cards. 
number is called in PRELOC subroutine, For each bulk data card 
to be read, subroutine READ should be called. 
This file 
To pack the ma t r i ces  calculated in  a subroutine and appearing 
as output data block the following set of calls t o  subroutines is required.  
CALL OPEN 
CALL FNAME (finds Header information) 
P r e p a r e  T r a i l e r  information (e. g. M(l ) ,  M(2), --M(7) ) 
according to instructions qppearing in Section 2.2-2 
of the P r o g r a m e r ' s  Manual. 
GALL WRITE (writes Header information) 
P e r f o r m  computations. 
CALL PACK ( - - - -  Y - - - -  , WRITE, M) 
GALL PACK 
CALL WRTTRL (M( 1)) 
CALL CLOSE 
Subroutine OPEN opens the file to  be writ ten on and FNAME 
finds and s to re s  the Header information as appearing in DMAP sub-  
routine (e. g., i f  f i le number 204 is r e fe r r ed  in  OPEN, FNAME will 
go to  the fourth output block of DUMMOD1 which is ma t r ix  AA and 
s t o r e  AA as the Header information). 
mation in the vector M according to the instructions in P r o g r a m e r ' s  
Manual with the following exceptions. 
Manual M has  the dimension 6 which is an  e r r o r ,  it should be dimen- 
sioned M(7) and M ( l )  = Fi le  Number 
Next prepare  the Tra i l e r  infor- 
On page 2.2-2 of the P r o g r a m e r ' s  
M(2) = 0 
M(3) = M(2) of the Programer ' s  Manual 
M(7) = M(6) of the P r o g r a m e r ' s  Manual. 
Note that M(2) is se t  equal to ze ro  and not one as implied in the  
P r o g r a m e r ' s  Manual. If M(2) = 1, the information on the number of 
columns s tored  i n  T r a i l e r  information will show one m o r e  than the 
value desired.  Hence when this Tra i l e r  information is used to read  
the columns, the READ will t r y  to take it past  the end of file resulting 
in  fatal e r r o r .  
Subroutine WRITE wri tes  the Header information and then one 
column at a time is packed by subroutine PACK. 
T r a i l e r  information and then ca l l  subroutine CLOSE. 
Cal l  WRTRL to  wr i te  
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If it i s  desired when developing functional modules, the number 
In the development of this 
of input, output blocks and parameters can be altered by altering the 
information in MPL (subroutine XMPLBD). 
program, four functional modules a r e  written. In addition several  
other functional modules for other NASA projects at MSFC have also 
been written. 
given in User 's  Manual. Because the procedure given in NASTRAN's 
program manual a r e  either incomplete or in e r ro r ,  attempts to add 
new functional modules with unique name and unique MPL (Module 
Properties List) have not been met any degree of success. 
All these functional modules a r e  given dummy names as 
It i s  acknowledged that most of the information presented in this 
section may be found throughout the Programer's  Manual. 
it wil l  take a considerable time to assemble and use. 
presented the information we collected through t r ia l  and e r r o r  and 
months of diligent work by two expert programers. We present it 
with the hopes that someone wishing to write their new functional 
modules wil l  not have to encounter the same difficulties. 
However, 
Here w e  have 
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The inverse of this matrix is  expressed i n  the following form, rather than 
inverting [TI by some matrix inversion technique. 
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M, t 22 rnj 
j = l  
i f  the motion of mass  a t  node i in kth 
direction is not constrained to be 
zero 
I o  i f  the motion of mass  a t  node i in kth direction i s  constrained to be zero 
where mi i s  the mass at the ith node point of the total of 'n' nodes and 
I! is the moment of inertia of the rigid body at  the ith node, Mo is  the 
mass  of the central rigid body and { w )  is the spin vector. 
Jk 
Matrices [GI, [K"] , [TI , and [T-'1 a r e  the square matrices of 
the dimension 6n x 6n. 
of-freedom which a r e  either constrained to be zero o r  have no mass 
should be removed. 
N is the total degree-of-freedom of the problem. 
Rows and columns corresponding to the degree- 
This w i l l  reduce the above matrices to NxN where 
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APPENDIX €3 
1 R E G I  N 
2 G P l  
3 SAVE 
4 GP2 
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2 5  GPWO 
26 0 F P  
27 SAVE 
28 L A B E L  
29 E O U I V  
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38 E Q U I V  
39 CENO 
40 JUMP 
41 L A B E L  
42 C0ND 
43 GPSP 
44 @ F P  
4 5  SAVE 
46 L A B E L  
47 C0NO 
48 M C E l  
49 MCEZ 
50 L A B E L  
52 CBND 
5 1  EOurv 
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L B L l l  S 
E R U B R S i N 0 L  1 
G M / M P C F l / G B ~ K 0 0 0 , L 0 0 ~ U 0 0 ~ P W ~ U 0 V V , R U 0 V / 0 ~ I T / P S v K F S ~ K S S q Q G /  
S I N G L E / U ~ ~ B V / ~ M I T / Y B S , P B S , K B F S ~ K ~ S S I K D F S ~ K D S S / S I U ~ L E  S 
KGG,KNN/MPCF l /MGGvMNN/MPCFl  $ 
CBL4DeREACT t 
ERR0RZ 6 
L B L 4 D  S 
LBL4,GENEL S 
G P L ~ G P S T I U S E T ~ S I L / ~ G P S T  S
I I G P S T i l r r  r Y / V v N i C A R D N B  t 
CARDN0 S 
LBL4 t 
L B L 2 r M P C F 2  d 
USET,RG/GM S 
USETIGR~CGGIMGGI r /KNN,MNNpl t 
KNN,KFF/SINCLE/MNN+MFFISINGLE S 
L R L 3 r S I N G L E  t 
L B L Z  J 
53 S C E l  
5 4  LAREL 
55 EQUIV 
56 CBNO 
57 SMPl  
58 LABEL 
5 9  OUMMaol 
6 0  EOUIV 
6 1  RDMG2 
6 2  CDNO 
6 3  SSG2 
6 4  LABEL 
65  SSG3 
66 CBNO 
6 7  MATFPR 
6 8  MATGPR 
6 9  LABEL 
7 0  S O R l  
7 1  DUMM002 
7 2  SAVE 
7 3  MATPRN 
74 C0NO 
7 5  DSRG1 
7 6  SAVE 
77 ADD 
7 8  EQUi V 
79 CaND 
80 MCEZ 
8 1  LABEL 
8 2  E Q U i V  
84 S C E l  
8 5  LABEL 
8 6  EQUfV  
8 7  CBNO 
8 8  SMPX 
8 9  LABEL 




9 5  ADO 
96 DPD 
8 3  CBNO 
90 L ~ R E L  
97 OUTPUT2 





103  CBND 
104 MPYRD 
105  MATPW 
106 NBOG 
107 VCR 
108  SAVE 
USET rKNN‘+MNY pt /KFF CKFSIKSS LMFFb q 
L B L 3  z 
K F F C K A A / O M I T / M F F , M A A / O M I T  ‘S 
S 
L H L 5, BM I r $ 
USETI KFF, MFF +, /G0,KAA 9KBUB CLEBb IJBnv MAAp MBBB tM0A01r S 
L B L 5  8 
G E B M l , M G G , E G P O T , W W ~ U S E T , , , / K P , P ~ ~ ~ ; A A , T , T l , R P P , ~ ~ 0 F /  d 
PGePL/N0SET S 
KAA/LLL  tULL  S 
LBL10,NBSET S 
USET GM t.Y S 6 KFS l G 0 t  i PG/ 1 P0, PS t PL d 
L B L l O  0 
L L L I U L L ~ ~ A A ~ P L ~ L B B I U ~ B ~ K ~ B B , P ~ / U L V , U B B V ~ R U ~ V , R U ~ V / V , N , ~ M I T /  
VIYI IRES=-1 S 
LBL9 , IAES $ 
GPL v USETI S I L  rRULV/ /C t N I L  S 
G P L + U S E T + S I L , R U B V / / C , N I 0  S 
L B L 9  d 
USET,PG+ULVfU00V ,YS+GBIGM,PS t KFS tKSS’,/USV rPGG,QG/frN, 1 I C r  N, OSBS 
UGY t t t C V *  t /UGVX+ 9 t 6 b t  ,/VIY$ IUGV=O 
UGVXe t +.*a/ /  S 
LBB,IUGV S 





K P G G ~ K G G X / K D G G / C , Y C A L P H A = ( l r 0 1 0 . O ) / C , Y , B E T A = ( l . O r D . O )  S 
KOGG,KONN/MPCFZ S 
tBLZDtRPCF2 S 
USET,GPI~K, I (DGGrr~/KDNN,r l  d 
KONNIKDFF/FENGLE S 
L B L ~ D I S I Y G L E  S 
USET~KONN,~,/KDFFIKDFS~KDSSII, $ 
L B L 2 0  S 
L B L 3 0  0 
KDFFtKDAA/OMIT S 
L B L S O r 0 M I T  S 




KAA,GBI+t / /  S 
UOAA * T I  +/KSUM/C 9 N t  O/C r N *  1 /C  cNsO/C t Nv 1 S 
K A A ; T I ~ / K S U M ~ / C I N I O / C I N ~ ~ / C I N I O / C , N ~ ~  d 
K S ~ M , K P / K S U M L / C ~ Y ~ A L P H A r l l ; 0 , 0 l 3 ) / C q Y , B E T A = ( l . O ~ ~ * O )  S 
OYNAMICSaGPL,SILrUSET/GPLD~SILDeUSETDrTFP00L~t,i~~EED~EQOYN/ 
YqNs LUSET/V,NiLUSETD/V(N ,NBTFL/V ,UINBDLT/VI N 9 NBPS DL/ 
Y ~ N ; N ~ F R L / V , N I N B N L ~ T / V ~ N , N B T R L / V , Y I N B E E D / C , N , ~ ~ ~ / V ~ N ~ N ~ U E  $ 
R P P ~ N O B F I T I ~ ~ / / C , Y C P ~ = - ~ / C C Y I P ~ = - ~  S 
M A A ~ U S U M 2 , K S U M i K P ~ G / / C I Y I P L I - l / C ~ Y ~ P 2 = - 1  S 
#SUM1 r G  v M A A p  EED, CASECC/PHI iCLAHA , ECEIGS/Vr N 
OCEIGSICLAMAi,lr//VcN,CARDNB S 
L B L 1 6 r E I G V S  S 
TIIPHI~/PHQD/CiNrO~C~N~l/CINlO/trNIL 2. 
PHZD,PHIII(// $ 
A A i P H I D / / C  I N r-1 $ 
CASECC;EQDYNcU6ETDCPHI 0.9 CLAMAsC / 0 P H I  De/:* N t  C E I G N I  SIN* DIRECT/ 
C t  NrO/V+N*NBD/V* N, NOP/C tN10 































0 P H I D r  s ( ~ l r  7/VpNtCARDN0 $ 
CARON0 $ 
t R L 1 5  I 




L B L l 7  B 
C A S E C C # C S T M , M P T ~ O I T ~ € Q D Y N ~ ~ ~ ~ D ~ , ~ ~ C L A M A , Q P C ~ ~ P H ~ P ~ E S T ~ / , 0 ~ P C l ~  
0CPHIPd0ESCl  sOEFCZ(/C~N,CEIG $ 
k7CPHIP40QPClr0EFCt(OE!iCl~~~JV~N~CARDN0 $ 
CARON0 $ 
L B L l 6  1 
F I N I S  $ 
ERRBRl $ 
ERRBR2 §i 
/ / C I N p-21 C I N  r 0  IF FS T LF $ 
ERR0R4 S 
//C,N r-4/CIN F D I  FFSTLFt 
ERRBRS 9 
1 I C  9 N , - 5 / C  I N rD IF FS T LF $ 
FINIS $ 
n 
/ / C  rN , -1 /CINrM0DES$ 
Description of DMAP Operations for Eigenvalue Analysis of Rotating Structures 
2. GP1 generates coordinate system transformation matrices, table of 
grid point locations, and tables for  relating internal and external grid 
point numbers. 
4. GP2  generates Element Connection Table with internal indices. 
5. PLTSET transforms user  input into a form used to drive structure 
plotter. 
7. PRTMSG prints e r r o r  messages associated with structure plotter. 
10. Go to DMAP No. 14 i f  no undeformed structure plot request. 
11. PLOT generates all requested undeformed structure plots. 
13. PRTMSG prints plotter data and engineering data for each undeformed 
plot generated. 
15. GP3 generates Grid Point Temperature Table. 
16. TA1 generates element tables for use in matrix assembly and s t ress  
recovery. 
18. Go to DMAP No. 123 and print e r ro r  message if there a r e  no structural 
elements. 
X 
20 .  SMAl generates stiffness matrix [ K ] and Grid Point Singularity 
~ gg Table. 
21. SMA2 generates mass  matrix [ M 
gg 
23. Go to DMAP No. 285f no weight and balance request. 
] . 
24. Go to DMAP No. 127 and print e r ro r  message i f  no mass matrix exists. 
25. GPWG generates weight and balance information. 
26. O F P  formats weight and balance information and places i t  on the system 
















Equivalence [ Kx ] to [ K ] if no general elements. 
gg gg 
Go to DMAP No. 32 if  no general elements. 
SMA3 adds general elements to [ K 
GP4 generates flags defining members of various displacement sets 
(USET), forms multipoint constraint equations [ R ] 
forms enforced displacement vector 
Go to DMAP No. 129 and print e r r o r  message if  no independent 
degrees of freedom a r e  defined. 
X 
] to obtain stiffness matrix [ K gg gg ] . 
u = 0 and 
g { S I  
I Y S P  
Equivalence [ K ] t o  f K 1 and f M ] to [ M ] if  no multipoint 
constraints. gg nn . gg nn 
Go to DMAP No. 41 if no free-body supports supplied. 
Go to DMAP No. 125 and print e r r o r  message i f  free-body supports 
a r e  present. 
Go to DMAP No. 46 if  general elements present. 
GPSP determines i f  possible grid point singularities remain. 
O F P  formats table of possible grid point singularities and places it 
on the system output file for printing. 
Go to DMAP No. 50 i f  MCEl and MCE2 have already been executed fo r  
current set of multipoint constraints. 
MCEl partitions multipoint constraint equations [ R ] 
and solves for multipoint constraint transformation k a t r i x  
- C RmI Rnl 
MCE2 partitions stiffness and mass matrices 
nn K 
-- Kmn .:..~ mm and c Mggl = 
- I 
nm 1 ' M  nn M 
t -  - 
M mn "mmJ 
- 
and per forms matrix reductions 
[ K  ] =  nn 
51. Equivalence [ K ] to  [ K ] and [ M ] to  [ Mff] if no single- 
nn ff nn 
Kff ' Kfs  j 
Ksf , S S I  - + -  K 
point constraints.  
52. Go to DMAP No. 54 if no single-point constraints. 






[ Mnnl= I 
lMsf ' - ss I 
L. J 
55. Equivalence [ K 1 to  [ K ] and [ Mff] to  [ M ] i f  no omitted ff aa aa 
coordinate s . 
56. Go to  DMAP No, 58 if no omitted coordinates; 
57. SMP1 parti t ions constrained stiffness and mass matrices 
' aa 
[ Kffl = and [ Mffl = 1 -  -1 - 
-1  
solves for  t ransformation matrix [ G ] = -[ K ] [ Koa] , 
0 00 
T 
and pe r fo rms  matrix reductions [ K ] = [ Eaa] t [ Koa] [ Go] aa 
T T 
a n d [  M aa 1 = c GaaI f [ Moa] [ G o ] - +  [ Go] [ Moa] 
T 
+ c ~~1 E M ~ , I  c . 
220 
59. Dummy module DUMMOD1 constructs  cor iol is  acceleration ma t r ix  
[ GI , centripetal  acceleration mat r ix  [ K 
matrix [ TI and its inverse  [ TI ', and centrifugal load vector 
{P } . Rows and columns corresponding to the degrees  of f reedom 
cogstrained to be ze ro  or  have no mass have been removed from 
[ G] , [ K"' ] , r TI , and [ TI -'. 
is i n  g- set  and is  reduced in the following D- MAP statements ,  
1 1 1  1, transformation - 
Centrifugal load vector 
60. Equivalence i f  no constraints applied. 
61. RMBG2 decomposes constrained stiffness ma t r ix  [ K ] = r L,] [ ull] . 
62. Go to DMAP No. 64 i f  no constraints  applied, 
11 
63. SSG2 applies constraints to s ta t ic  load vectors  
6 5. SSG3 solves fo r  displacements of independent coordinates 
solves for  displacements of omitted coordinates 
calculates res idual  vector (RULV) and residual  vector e r r o r  ra t io  
for independent coordinates 
221 
and calculates res idual  vector (RUOV) and residual  vector e r r o r  
ra t io  for  omitted coordinates 
66. Go to  DMAP No. 6 9  if  res idual  vector is  not to be printed. 
67. P r in t  res idual  vector for  independent coordinates (RULV). 
68. P r in t  res idual  vector for  omitted coordinates (RUOV). 
70. SDRl recovers  dependent displacements 
and recovers  single-point forces  of constraint  
71. DUMMODZ checks if vector  fug] is a null vector. 
is null (geometr ic  stiffness matrix KDGG is a l so  a null matr ix)  
otherwise IUGV = 0. 
IUGV = -1 i f  {ug] 
74. Go to DMAP No. 90 if IUGV = -1. 
75. 
77. 
DSMG1 generates  differential  stiffness matrix [ KggP] . 
ADD elast ic  and geometr ic  stiffness ma t r i ces  in g-set  
222 
d d 
78. Equivalence [Kgg] to [Knn] i f  no multipoint constraints. 
79. Go to DMAP No. 81 i f  no multipoint constraints. 










d -d T d 
nn and performs matrix reduction [K ] = [Knn] t [G,] [K,] 
d T d 
+ kmnl P m l  + [GmI [Km1 Em]* 
d d 
nn ff 82. Equivalence [K  ] to [K ] i f  no single-point constraints. 
83. Go to DMAP No. 85 if no single-point constraints. 
84. SCE 1 partitions out single-point constraints. 
[Kd nn 1 
Kf d l  s -;I K ss 
d d 
86. Equivalence [ K f f ]  to [Kaa] if no omitted coordinates. 
87. Go to DMAP No. 89 i f  no omitted coordinates. 
88. SMP1 partitions constrained stiffness matrix 
I;d I d K aa  I a0 
[K,dfl - l - ~  ~~~~ , 
i Koa 1 ooA L 
d -1 
solves for transformation matrix [Goo] = - [K ] [Kd ] , 
00 oa 
d -d  T d  
aa aa oa 
and per forms matrix reductions [K 1 = [K 1 t [K 1 [Goo].  
d 91. .Equivalence [K ] to [K ] and [G ] to [G ] i f  geometr ic  
aa aa 0 00 
stiffness matrix [ K ~  1 is a null matrix. 
gg 
d 
aa 93. Multiplies the ma t r i ces  [K ] = [KSUM] . 
94. Multiplies the matrices [ K ] [TI-' = [KSUM2 ] . aa 
95. Adds matrix KSUM and the centripetal  accelerat ion matrix [K"'] . 
96. DPD generates  flags defining members  of var ious displacement sets 
used  in dynamic analysis (USETD), tables relating internal  and 
external  gr id  point numbers ,  including ex t ra  points introduced for  
dynamic analysis ,  and prepared  Transfer  Function Pool and Eigen- 
value Extraction Data. 
97. Matr ices  [Rk] , [ NDOF] and a re  output on magnetic tape, 
[RL] is (n  x 4) matrix where n = no. of gr id  points. First three  
columns represent  the coordinates of gr id  points in  basic coordinates 
and fourth column s to re s  the mass data at gr id  points. 
[NDOF] is ( 3  x n) matrix. 
D. 0. F. at a gr id  point is not constrained by SPC,  MPC, OMIT o r  
permanent SPC on GRID cards .  
Value of 1. 5 is writ ten if  the translational 
Otherwise it is writ ten 0.0. 
d 98. Matr ices  [Ma,], [Kaa]  , [Kaa] , [K"' I ,  [ G I  a r e  output on 
magnetic tape. 
[Kaa] 
d [Kaa] is the reduced (elast ic  t geometric) stiffness matrix 
is the reduced elast ic  stiffness matrix 
[K"' ] is the  reduced centripetal  accelerat ion matrix 
[G ] is the reduced Coriolis acceleration matrix. 













and normalizes eigenvectors according to one of the following user  
requests : 
(1) Unit magnitude of selected coordinate 
(2)  Unit magnitude of largest component. 
O F P  formats the summary of complex eigenvalues and summary of 
eigenvalue extraction information and places them on the system 
output file for printing. 
Go to DMAP No. 121 if  no eigenvalues found. 
{ @ I ,  the eigenvector of 
[Mp2 t Gp t [KI" t [ K e t K g ]  T-']]{@) = 0 
i s  given by complex eigenvalue analysis step #91. 
{qd> , the eigenvector of 
[MTp2 t GTp t K1" T t Ke t Kg]{$d) = O 
is obtained in this step { $d} = [ T]  -' { @ ]  . 
Eigenvectors {+d) and {$) a r e  printed. 
[ 6 
constructed and printed. 
T 6 1, a ( 3  x 3) matrix for each of the eigenvector { +dl is 
VDR prepares eigenvectors for output, using only the independent 
degrees of freedom. 
Go to DMAP No. 112 if no output request for the independent 
degrees of freedom. 
O F P  formats the eigenvectors for independent degrees of freedom 
and places them on the system output file for printing. 
Go to DMAP No. 121  is  no output request involving dependent 
degrees of freedom or forces and stresses.  
Equivalence {pd) to {PPI i f  no constraints applied. 
Go to DMAP No. 117 if no constraints applied. 
116. SDR 1 recovers  dependent components of eigenvectors 
and recovers  single-point forces  of constraint  
118. SDR2 calculates element forces  and stresses (OESC1, OEFC1) 
and p repa res  eigenvectors and single-point forces  of constraint  
for  output (OCPHIP, OQPC1). 
119. O F P  formats  tables prepared  by SDR2 and places them on the 
sys tem output file fo r  printing. 
122. Go to DMAP No. 131 and make normal  exit. 
124. Normal mode analysis  e r r o r  message  No. 1 - Mass  matrix 
required for  r e a l  eigenvalue analysis.  
126. Static analysis  with differential stiffness e r r o r  message  No. 2 - 
F r e e  body support not allowed. 
128. Static analysis  with differential stiffness e r r o r  message  No. 4 - 
Mass matrix required for weight and balance calculations. 
130. Static analysis  with differential st iffness e r r o r  message  No. 5 - 
No independent degrees  of f reedom have been defined, 
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SUERBUTI NE DUM0Dl 
INTEGER TYPINC TYPBUT) TDGFI SYSBUFr C0RSL 
REAL MI MU13001 
EXTERNAL WRI TE 
EXTERNAL READ 
DIMENSIBN HEADf5 )b  HEAD2151 HEAD3ILS)w HEA)4 (51  I I S i I D ( 2 )  
D jLCBNM(21r  A f 8 ) r  B I 1 3 ) p  R I 4 ) r  R G ( 4 ) v  W ( 5 ) v  art3031 
D T D G F ( 3 0 0 ) r  N D E G F ( 6 r 3 0 0 ) t  NFRE(303) ,  XKP(l .1 
0 t A A 1 3 v 3 0 0 ) q  R P ( 3 0 0 9 3 I r  MM171 
0 IRHEADt 53 
DIMENSICN X I 1 1 1 3 0 0 1  
D i X I 2 1 1 3 0 0 1 r  X 1 . 2 2 D 3 0 0 ) ~  X I 3 1 ( 3 0 0 ) r  X 1 3 2 ( 3 0 3 )  I X 1 3 3 t 3 3 3 )  
D i X M G G ( 3 0 0 )  D B F ( b p 3 0 0 )  
CBMMBV /DUMBPN/ XKP 
CBMM0N /PACKXY TYPIN, TYPBUT, I l l  V l *  INCR 
C0MMBN /UNPAKX/ ITYPEb J J I  Nt  JINCR 
CBMMDN / S Y 9 T E M /  SYSBUFt. OUTAPE 
C0VH0N xxx 
EQUIVALENCE 1 A V l ) I  I D )  
1 p I A b 7 ) c  I A )  
2 r I B 1 2 ) C  IG) 
c 
c @PEN CBRE ARRAY 
C 
EQUIVALENCE 1 X K P l 2 0 0 0 ) ,  NDEGF) 
E r ( X K P 1 3 8 0 0 ) r  M I 
E r I X K P 1 4 1 0 0 ) r  NFRE 1 
E r ( X K P 1 4 4 0 0 ) r  TDGF I 
E r l X K P 1 4 7 0 0 ) 1  A 3 
E r l X K P t 4 7 0 8 ) ~  B 1 
E r ( X K P I 4 7 2 1 f r  R 1 
E s ( X K P 1 4 7 2 5 ) t  HEAD 1 
E r ( X K P ( 4 7 3 0 1 ,  HEAD11 
E r ( X K P f 4 7 3 5 ) r  HEAD23 
E ( KKP f 4740 b HEAD3) 
E r (XKP ( 4 7 4 5  1 I HEAD43 
E 1 ( X K P t 4 7 5 0 ) 1  A A  3 
EQUIVALENCE. 1XKP( 5 6 5 0 )  9 RP 1 
E r ( X Y P I 6 5 5 0 ) r  MU ) 
E v ( X K P ( 6 8 5 0 ) t  X I 1 1  J 
E r l X K P ( 7 L 5 0 ) ~  X I 2 1  3 
E r I X K P t 7 4 5 0 ) r  X I 2 2  ) 
E r ( X K P ( 7 7 5 0 ) r  X I 3 1  1 
E 1 ( X K P ( 8 0 5 0 ) ,  X I 3 2  1 
E r ( X K P ( 8 3 5 0 1 c  X I 3 3  1 
E r (NDEGF, D0F1 














W 1 0 1 4 3 0  
DM101530 
D M l 0 1 6 3 0  




DM102 1 3 0  
DM102200 
DM102330 
















Dp 1040 3 0 
D F 1 0 4 1 0 0  
D e 1  04230 
DM 1 0 4 4 3 0  
DM104530 
DM104600 














I F L f 1 0 1 1  REFERS T 0  CEBM1-THE F I R S T  INPUT DATA BLBCK OF OMAP 
ICBNM REFERS TPI MGG-THE SECBND INPUT DATA BLBCK a F  DUHMPIDL. 
IWW1104) REFERS T 0  MU-THE BLBCK CBYTAINING W-S A V O  'i-T FLAGS. 
STATEWENT DUMMBDL. 
I B G  REFERS T I  BGPOT-THE THSRD I U P U T  DATA BLBCK EF DUMMBDl. 
NAM5 REFERS T 0  USET-THE F I F T H  INPUT DATA B L 0 t K  O F  DUMMBDl. 
THE GENERAL PRBCEDURE F0R READING A DATA BL0CK I S - F I ~ S T I  
OPEN THE F I L E  CBNTAINLNG THE BL0ClG SUCH AS IC0NMeIB; ETC- 
THEN S K I P  THE HEADER RECBRD BY CALLING FHDREC. THE VEXT STEP 
IS T 0  DETERMINE IF THE DATA 16 A M4TRIX ET;. MGG. f 0 i  MATRICESI 
DP104930 






OPI 1 0 5 6 3 0 




C THE YEXT STEP IS T0 CALL UNPACK. EAC 
C MEMBRY 0NE'CrdLUMN 0F THE MATRIX, F0R N0N-MATRIX I N  
C EACH RECDRD CAN THEN RE BR0UGHT I N 1 0  MEMBRY BY C A L L I V  DM106430 
C ONE CALL TB READ BRINGS I N  ONE RECBRD. DM 1 0 6 5  30 
C DM106630 
C THE EXCEPTIBN 1.N T H I S  CASE IS DATA READ EXhCTLY AS I T  APPEARS ON DM106730 
C BULK DATA CARDS, FOR THIS5 THE PRBGEDURE I S  CALL PRELBC, THEY DMlO68OO 
C DM107330 
~ + 9 ~ * 4 + ~ + + + ~ ~ + + 4 ~ 1 + + ~ + 4 4 + ~ * ~ + + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ ~ 4 * 4 ~ ~ 4 ~ + ~ 4 4 ~ * * * 4 ~ ~ * * 4 + ~ * ~ + ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 0 7 1 ~ 0  
C STRtJCTURE YUST BE L00KED UP I N  THE NASTRAN PRBGRAMMEI-S MANUAL, DY106330  












DATA NAP5; NAN6 / 2 0 5 ,  2 0 6 /  
DATA NAM74NAM8 /207 ,208 /  
DATA I G R I D  / 4 5 0 1 , 4 5 /  I.FL / l O l /  
DATA TkE'v E0R /291/ 
@ATA l C 0 N  / 1 0 2 /  XC0NM / 1 5 0 1 r 1 5 / 1 B G  / 1 0 3 /  
THIS  IS THE MAIN R0UTINE F0R C0MPUTING THE K-Pi l IMEq P - P R I M E ,  G AND 
MASS MATRICES USED I N  S0LVING THE i 0 r A T I N G  F L E X I B L E  STRUCTURE 
PRBBLEM 
READ I N  0MEGA VALUES AND RG + T-INVERSE FLAGS 
I W W  = 104 
ITYPE = 1 
JJ = 1 
N = 5  
JINCR = 1 
C A L L  FWDREC( $lOOOi, I W W  1 
CALL 0 P E N t 6 1 0 0 0 q  I W W ,  X K P S L C 0 L + l ) r  0) 
CALL FNAMEIIWMpI RHEAD(1) )  
CALL UNPACK($lOOOi IWHp W 4  READ) 
CALL CL0SE ( I WWI 1) 



























W R I T E ( 6 r 6 0 1 )  DM109800 
601 F B R M A T f l H I *  - RESTRXCTI.DNS **e-// DM109930 
F -  1. I D  N0*  1 0N GRID CARDS SHBllLD RE USED F0R THE ZENTRAL R IGID- /DM110030  
F- 8EDY BTHERWISE THE TRANSF0RMATI0N MATXICES T A V O  T-INVERSE - / U M l l O L 0 0  
DMl lOZDO F- WILL BE INCBRRECT-/ 
F- 2. THE USE OF THE T AND T-INVERSE PERMIT THE BASE MBTIEN WITH -/DM110300 
F- THE TRANSLATIBNAL R I G I D  B00Y M0110N SWEPT BUT F i 0 M  THE EQS.-/DMlL0400 
F- OF M 0 T I 0 N  - 1  DM110590 
W R I T E t 6 ~ 6 0 4 1  DM1 1 0 6 0 0  
604 F IR f l f tT (1H 9. DM110730 
F -3, I T  19 ASSUMED THAT THE A X I S  OF R0TATI0N PASSES THRBUGH THE-/ DM110830 
F- CENTER OF MASS 0F THE ENTIRE VEHICLE, I F  THE AXIS  0 F  R0TATIBNDMlL0900  
F - l  D M l l l O O O  
F- fS T 0  PAS THR0UGH A P B I N T  0THE HAN THE MASS CENTER, THE-/ D M l l l l O O  
F- CORRESPQN I N G  GRIU PBINT SHBULD BE DEFINED AS > ? I D  N0. 1-1 DM111230 
DM 11 13OO 
6 0 5  FBRMATC DK111430  
F- 4, L 0 C A T I 0 N  0 F  THE CENTER OF RBTATIBN (C.R.1 GBVEXYS THE-/ DM111590 
F DELTA TRANSP RfCES 4ND THE-/ DM1 11630 
RCES WHICH I N  THE GEBMETRIC-/ DM111700 
1x1 THE 0 P T I 0 N  E C.R. IS AVAILABLE-OM111830 
F 1  DM111900 
WRITE L 6 r  605) 
F- THRU DM1 CARDS. W(4110.0-CG IS N0T CALCULATED 4VD C.R. IS-/ DM112000 
F- ASSUMED T 0  BE GRID N0. 11 W(4)=l.O-CG IS CALCULATED AND C.R--DMl12130 
228 
F /  OM112290 
F-  IS CdG.- DP11230D 
DP112430  
F- W(5 ) * .0 *0  MAKES T AND T-INVERSE IOENTITY MATRICES.-/ Df i112500 
F- I N  GEMERAL THE FBLLBWING CBMBINATI0NS SHBULD BE USED.-/ DML 1 2 6 3 0  
F- W141=W151=0.0 OR W141=W15)=1.OI W14)=W151=0.0 ASSUMES THE-) DM112700 
LlR I T E L 6 9  899) DM112830 
8 9 9  FBRMAT( DP 11 2 9s 0 
F- STRUCTURE RBTATES ABBUT GRID V 0 .  1 AND ONLY THE CANTILEVER-/ DR113350 
F -  MODES ARE AVAILABLE. W14?=,W(5)=1.0 ASSUMES THE STRUCTURE-/ DM113133 
F- R0TATES ABOUT THE C.G, WITH TRANSLATIONAL R IG13  60DY 00F-/  OM113250 
F- SWEPT OUT-/ DH113330 
F-  W15111.0 PERMITS THE CALCULATIBMS OF T AND T-IVVERSE.-/ 
F-- 5. f N  THF CALCULATI0Y 06 THE CENrER OF MASS O F  THE VEHICLE ALL-/DM113430 
F -  THE GRID P B I N T S  WITH MASSES ARE USED. I F  THERE f S  A DUMYY- / OM113530 
F- GRID PBINT F0R THF D E F I N I T I G N  OF THE PLANE F0R CB4R CARDS,-/ DM113530 
F- 00 NBT PUT ANY MISS AT THAT OUMYY GRID P B I N T  OT-IERUISE WRBNS-DM113730 
F /  DP113830 
F- C. M i  WILL BE CBMPUTED-1 Dpl13930 
WRIITE f 63 6061 OM114030 
606 FBRMATt DM114100 
F -  6 ,  THE NUMBfR OF GRIi3 PBINTS I N  THE PReSLEM SHBULI  8E LESS-/ DE"114230 
F- THAN 300; T H I S  ALLBWS UP T0 1803 D0Fe- l  DM114330 
WRITE(6p6021  5 M  11 4430 
FUMMY MBDUCE++*-/) DM1 1 4 6 0 0  
W R I T E k 6 r 6 1 2 1  WLL)$W(EI  r W ( 3 )  DM114730 
6 1 2  FBRHATI/  1H 4 'SPIN RATE .VECTBR*** 0MEZAl  = -F13.4r 5 X t  DM114830 
F -OMEGA2 4 -F10=4* 5 x 9  -OMEGA3 = - F l o e 4 1  OM114930 
IFIU14) .LT. 0.011 W R I T E 1 6 r 6 9 5 )  DH115Ci30 
1 I.-) DM115230 
I F f W 1 4 1  .GT. 0.0) W R I T E f 6 1 6 9 6 )  DM 11 530 0 
1 THE SYSTEM DESCRIBED I N  THE BULK DATA-) DM1 1 5 5 3 3  
I F t W ( 5 1  .LT. 0.01) W R I T E I b v 6 9 7 )  DM1 1 5 6 3 0  
602 FORMATI lHOt-  THE FBLLPIWING DATA WAS TAKEN FR0M GRID CARDS 6 Y  THE DDMLl4530  
6 9 5  FBRMATt lH  ,.-THE FBtL0bi I .YG ANALYSIS ASSUMES RBTATIBN ABBUT GRID N~ .OM115130  
696 F B R M A T l l H  ,.-IN T H I S  ANALYSIS THE STRUCTURE SPINS ABaUT THE C.G. 'JFDM115430 
697. FBRPAT(1H *-THE FBLLOUING ANALYSIS GIVES CANTILEVER MBDES OF A S P I D M l l 5 7 3 0  
FNNING STRUCTURE BY MAKING T.AND-/ lH r-T-INVERSE IDEVTITY MATkICES-DM115830 
F) D P l 1 5 9 3 0  
I F ( W 1 5 )  .GT. 0.0) H R I T E I 6 1 6 9 8 )  DM1 1 6 3 3 0  
698 FBRMAT(1H +-THE FBLLOWING ANALYSIS CALCULATES THE MATRICES T AND TDMl16130  
F-INVERSE THUS SWEEPLNG OUT T H E - / l H  9-TRAFISLATIBNAL XIGSD BBDY Di?F-DM116230 
F )  DP116330  
W R I T E r 6 r 6 L l )  O M 1  1 6 4 0 0  
C OM116500 
C SET UP PACN CBMM0N AND LBCATE END OF C B R E  DM116630 
C DP116700  
611 FBRMAT(1HOs- NBDE O0F MASS I 1 1  I 2 1  I22  DM116800 
F €31 I32 1.33 R 1  R 2  R3-/ )  DM116930 
TYPIN = I DM1 17O3O 
TYPBUT = 1 DM117100 
I 1  = 1 DM1 17200 
INCR = 1 OH1 1 7 3 0 0  
LL = CPIRSZfXXX; XKP) OH117430 
LCBL = L Z  - STSBUF DM117530 
It. = t C 0 L  DM1 1 7 6 0 0  
I X - X  = L Z  - 24SYSBUF -2 DW117730 
IBGR = I X X  - SYSBMF - 1 DW117800 
DE 750 I I ~ l r 3  DH117900  
750 R B I 1 1 1  = 0.0 DM1 1 8 0 0 0  
XH = 0.0 OM118 130 
C 
C LBCAT€ F I L E  THAT GRID P0I.NTS ARE STBRED 0N 
C 
CALL PRELBCl  SlOOOC XKPI I L I ?  I F L )  
CALL t 0 C A T E f  S10001XKPJ L L ) ;  IGRSDI I F L G )  
C 
C LIZICATE F I L E  THAT BASIC GRID POINT C0-ORDINATES ARE ST3RED 0N 
C 
CALL 0 P E N L b 1 0 0 0 t  IBG, XKPf IBGR) 9 01 
CWLL FWDR€C( $7009 I B G l  
N0DE = 0 
C B U I L D  MAS3 AND I N E R T I A  TABLE 
C 
C UNPACR MGG MATRIX T 0  GET MASS AND INERTIAS 
C 
N = 300 
CALL FWDRECls10001 ICBN)  
CALL BPEYLSlOOOp IC0Nb X K P ( I X X ) r  0) 
CALL FNAMEt ICClNp RHEADI 1)) 
C 
C WHEN AN END OF F I L E  IS ENCOUNTERED BY FWDRECe READIVG OF MGG S T O P  
C 
9 5 0  CALL FWI)REC[ $6997 ICON) 
CALL FkOREC(S699r  I C O N )  
NODE = N B D E  + 1 
P4Dl ( N B D E - l 1 * 6  
CALL U N P A C K t s 9 5 1  i IC0N9 XMGGl READ) 
M [ N B D E )  = XMGG(ND143) 
XN = XM + MtNBDE) 
X I l l ( N E D E 1  = XYGGtNDl+4)  
X t 2 1 ( N B D E I  = XYGG(ND1+4) 
X122(N@iDEl  = XMGGfND1+5) 
X f  31(NBDE) = XMGG(ND1+4) 
X I 3 2 1 N B D E I  = XMGGtNDl+5)  
X f 3 3 1 N B D E l  = XMGG(N01+6) 
G 0  TB 9 5 0  
9 5 1  CALL UNPACK(8952 i ICBN, XMGG) READ) 
9 5 2  CALL UNPACK(8953 * XC0Nt XMGGI READ) 
9 5 3  CALL UNPACKIS950 i 1CllN1 XMGGS READ) 
699 h0DE = 0 
700 CBNTINUE 
CALL R E A D I I 7 1 0 i  67109 L F L I  A (  8, 0, I F L G )  
N0DE = N0DE + I 
C 
C E A S f t  GRID P 0 I N T  INF0.  
CALL READtS710; $7101 I B G l  RI 41 0 ,  I F L G )  
C I F  MBTIBN AT A G R I D  P d I J  IS RESTRAINED I N  ALL D I R ~ C T I B ’ J S  THE L 0 G I C  
C I N  THE CBDE CAUSES W E  GRID P 0 I N T  T 0  BE DISREGARDED 
C 
WRITEP6,610) I D ,  I A ,  H (N0DE) r  X I l l ( N 5 D E ) r  X I Z l ( N 0 D E ) r  X I 2 2 l N B D E )  
w , X I 3 1 ( N B D f ) r  X1321!40DE)r X 1 3 3 ( N B D E I r  R ( 2 l r  R13) .  
#I R ( 4 1  
610 F 0 R C A P ( 1 1 5 , 1 1 8 ~ ~  10F10:4) 
I F I W t 4 )  .GT* O o O )  G 0  TB 720 
I F I I D  .GT; 1) G0 T 0  725 
D0 733 1 1 1 1 ~ 3  
733 RGl1 . I )  = R ( I I + . l )  
720 CBNTINUE 
701 R G I L I I  = R G ( I l 1  + H ( N B D E ) * R ( I # + 1 1  
G0 T 0  725 
D 0  701 I I = l r 3  
DH118200 
OF1 1 8 3 0 0  













DM 1 1 9 7 3 0  
DN119830 
DM1 19930 
DM 1 2 0 0 3 0  
DM1 20 1 3 0  
’SD’4120200 








on 1 2  1130 
















DN 1 2 2 8 3 0  
DM122900 
DM 123Gi IO  
DM123100 
























6 2  5 
C 
725 C0NTIN i lE  OM124330 
G0 T 0  700 DPI 2 4 4 3 0  
710 C0NTINUE DY124530 
1000 CBNTINUE OM124630 
I F l W ( 4 1  *EB. 0.01 G 0  T 0  719 DM124730 
OB 734 I I = l , 3  DV124800 
734 R G I I I )  = R G l I f I / X H  DF124900  
719 CBNTINUE DM1 2 5  330 
WR I TE t.6 9 6 0 7 )  D P f 2 5 1 3 0  
W R I T E L 6 t 6 f 5 )  CXMt R G l l ) +  R G ( 2 ) t  RG13) OM125300 
F - i  1E15.84 - RG(3)  =-) lE15 .8 )  DM1 2 5 530 
DYL 2 5 6 3 0  
FBF AT EACH NBOE-//- N0UE C0NSTRhINTS T0TAL DBF -1  DM125830 
CALL C L B S E l I F L ,  1) OM125900 
CALL CLBSEIICBN, 1) DP 1 2 6 0 0 0  
C + + ~ + + * i * , + r + + + t + ~ + t # * t + ~ ~ + ~ * t * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 ~ + ~ + * * ~ * * ~ t + ~ ~ * 4 ~ * * t ~ t t * ~ * ~ * * * ~ ~ ~ ~ * D M 1 2 6 1 0 0  
.&. Dir 1263D0 
607 F 0 R V A T I l H  r-RG GIVES THE CBERDINATES OF THE CENTER OF RBTATICIN-) DM125230 
6 1 5  FBRMAT(1HOr- T0TAL  MASS = - , l E 1 5 . 8 ~  - RG11) t - s l E l 5 . 8 ,  - RG(21  =DM125400 
WR I T E  f 6  9 6201 
6 2 0  FBRMAT[ lHOr  - M 0 T I 0 N  CONSTRAINTS I Y  1 THRU 6 DIRECTIBN AND T0TAL DDM125730 
NA't4112011 REFERS C 0  PG-THE F I R S T  OUTPUT DATA B L 0 t K  a F  DUMMOD1. Di4126230 
NAMBt2081  REFERS 70 DBF-THE EIGHTH OUTPUT 3ATA BLICC OF DUMM'JDL. 
THE PRBCEOURE F0R PACKLNG A MATRIX IS-OPEN THE F ILE(FG.  2 0 l ) t  
CALL FNAME, CALL WRITE T 0  WRITE THE HEADER RECBRDr THEN PACK. 
ALSB B U I L D  THE TRAILER ARRAY, THEN CALL CRTTSL. SEE 2.2-1 0 F  T H E  
NASTRAN PRBGRAMMER-S MANUAL F0R TRAILER INFBRMATIBN- 
ALWAYS t L 8 5 E  THE F I L E S  OUT AS SaBN AS PBSSIBLE 
CALL C L B S E ( I B G i  1) 
CALL DFRElLCBL p N0OE) 
D0 6 7 2  I Ia1,NBDE 
NFRE111)  N O E G F ( 1 , I I I  + N O E G F ( Z r l 1 I  + N D E G F ( 3 e I I )  
NFREE N D E I G F 1 4 r I I Z  + N D E G F I 5 6 I I )  + N D E G F 1 6 r l I )  
W R I T E ( 6 9 6 2 5 )  P l I r  ~ N D E G F ( J J , I f ) t J J = l i ~ I r  T D G F f I I 1 r  I I = l , N 0 D E )  
FBRMATI115*  9 x 4  6 1 1 9  l I l l f  
CALL 0PENLS300r i  N A M l r  X K P I L C B L + l ) r  1) 
CALL FNAVEtNAML, H E A D t I )  1 
CfiLL Y R I T E l N A M l r  H E A D ( 1 ) r  TUB; E0R) 
T D G f l I I )  = NFRE111)  + NFREE 













DM1 2 7 7 0 0  
OM127850 
DM 1 2 7 9 0 0  




DM1 2 8 4 0 0  
C ZER0 OUT R0WS AND C0LS. DF EACH 6x6 SUBMATRIX WHERE THE DEGREE 0F DM128500 
C FREEDBfl IS NBP USE0 i EG F0R NDEG13) = 0 THIRD RBW AVD G0L ARE ZERBDM128630 
C THE NBN-ZER0 ELEMENTS ARE THEN MBVED T0 THE TEP LEFT CaRNER BF SUBMhTDM128730 
C OM128830 
C ZER0 %PEN CBRE DY128930 
C DM129000 
NC0R = 64hSBDE DFn.129130 
00 817 f I = l t N G 0 R  DM129200 
X K P l I . I I  = 0.0 UP129330 
8 1 F  CBNTINUE , DM1 2 9 4 0 0  
00 818 I I= l ,NldDE DP129500 
D 0  8 1 8  JJmlr6 DM129630 
818 I T T  = N O E G F ( J J i I 1 )  + I T T  DV129700 
CALL KPRIRIN IDEI  W )  DM129830 
300 CBNTINUE OM129900 
CALL C L B S E I N A M l r  1) DM130000 
CALL O P E N ( 5 5 Q l q I  NAM2r XKPELCBL+l)$ 1) DN130130 
CALL FNAMEINAH2r HEADZ(1 )  1 DP130290 
CALL WRITE(NAMZ+ HEADZ(111 TWB,. EBR) 
CALL 0PENlbSUl+ I8Gt XKPIIBGR)., 0) 
CALL FNDRECC $5919 T B G )  
CALL PPRIHIRGC N0DEr bll 
CALL CLQSE(NAM2,. 11 
501 CBNTINUE 
CALL CLBSEIIBG,! 1) 
C 
C ZER0 OUT OPEN C0RE 
C 
D0 2001 II=lvNl 
CALL 0PENL63000r NAM3I XKP(LCBL+l), 1) 
CALL FNAME1NAM3, HEAD31 1) 1 
CALL WRITE(NAM3p HEAD3(1)( TW0r. E0R) 
CALL GMATLXM, N0DEv W )  
CALL CLBSE(NAM3r 1) 
2001 XKPIII) = 0.0 
3000 CBNTINUE 
C 
C Z E R 0  BUT OPEN C0RE 
C 
D0 3DD1 I I ~ l ~ N l  
XKPII.1) = 0.0 
3001 C0NTIhlUE 
CALL 0PEN464003p NAM4) XKP(LCBL+l), 1) 
CALL FNACE INAM49 HEAD4t 1) 
CALL WRITE(YAM4c HEAD4(1lC TWVT E021 
CALL AMATLNBDEI 
CALL CLOSE(NAM4c 11 
CALL 0PENL64000+ NAHSi XKP(LCBL+l)r 1) 
CALL FNAME(NAM5c HEAD4(1)1 
CALL WRITEINAM5, H€AD4(1)$ TW0h E0Rl 
CALL TMATlXM,NBDECW,ITT) 
CALL CLBSE(NAM5, 1) 
CALL OPEN164000r NAM6, XKP(LC0L+l)r 1) 
CALL FVAMEINAM6, HEAD41111 
CALL KRITE(NAM6, HfA04(lfl TW0, E0R) 
CALL TIMAT(N0DE*WiITT;XM) 
CALL CL0SEtNAM6, 1) 
PACK. RP MATRIX 
CALL 0PENC$4000r NAM7i XKP(CCBL+l)r 1) 
CALL FNAME(YAM7p HEAD4( 111 
CALL URITEfNAM7, HEAD4flII TW0v E0R) 
N 1  = N0DE 
MM11) * 207 
PM12) = 0 
MW(3) = NIBDE 
M M 1 4 )  = 2 
MMl5) = 1 
MM(6) = N B D E  




C PACK MASSES 
C 
























DV13 2 630 
Dt-1 13 2 73 0 
OM132830 
DM132930 







DM 13 3800 
DE133930 








O M 1  34830 
Dt4134930 
DM135 030 
DM1 35 100 
OM135200 
DM135330 










nW 133 130 
CALL PACKlM, NAM7i  WRITE* M M )  
CALL CL0SE(NAM?r 1) 
CALL W R T T R L ( M M t l I 1  
c 
C PACK D0F 
C 
CALL 0 P E N ~ $ 4 0 0 0 ~  NAM8C X K P t L C B L + l ) r  1) 
CALL FNAMEfNAM8, t l E A D 4 ( 1 ) 1  
CALL WRIT€(NAMB+ H E A D 4 ( 1 ) $  TWB, EBR) 
OB 3 5 5 0  I f q l r 6  
OB 3550 J?.~l,N013E 
3 5 5 0  IflNDEGFIIItJll .GT. 0) D B F [ I I I J ~ )  = 1 .5  
N t  = 3 
Y M ( 1 )  = 208 
RMIZ) = 0 
MM(3) = 6 
M M t 4 1  = 2 
MM15) = 1 
M H f 6 )  = 6 
063 3 6 0 0  I l i 1 9 N C J D E  
C A L L  PACKI.  0 0 F l l j l I ) ~ N A M B ~ W R I T E ,  PIM) 
3 6 0 0  CBNTINUE 
CALL WRTTRLIMMI11) 
CALL C L B S E f N A M B r l l  






O f t  1 3 6 73  0 
DN136800 
D ,* 1 3 6  9 0  0 
DP 1 3  7330 
Ob' 1 3 7 130 
DM137200 
OM137330 
DFI 1 374C 0 
DM 13 7530 











Isid 1 3 8 700 
OM138830 
DM139030 
o ~ * i 3 a 9 0 0  
For complete listing of this program on Univac 1108 Computer, 
wri te  to Reference 3, 
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